- 7/1/2018- Michael has a CPL 1 based on the old model of CPL which becomes his previous CPL. When the new CPL policy goes into effect, Michael becomes a CPL 2 which becomes his current CPL.
- 10/1/2018- Michael’s licensing specialist comes to Michael’s program to conduct a licensing inspection or SUTQ verification visit. At this time Michael is assessed as a CPL 2.
- 2/1/2019- Michael earns his PD certificate tier 1 and his CPL is now a level 3.
- 7/1/2019- Biennium 2 has ended. Michael’s CPL 3 becomes his previous and his new current CPL is now a CPL 2 due to the need to earn her PD certificate for biennium 3.
- 10/1/2019- Michael’s licensing specialist returns. At this time Michael is assessed as a CPL 3, the higher of his current or previous CPL.
- 11/1/2020- Michael earns his PD certificate tier 1 and his CPL is now a level 3.
- 3/1/2021- Michael’s licensing specialist returns and his CPL is assessed as a level 3.
- 7/1/2021- Biennium 3 has ended. Michael’s CPL 3 becomes his previous and his current is a CPL 2 due to the need to obtain his PD certificate for biennium 4.